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The criterion used by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to assess the

proliferation risk of inventory differences routinely encountered during safeguards inspections

of weapon-usable nuclear materials is called the "Significant Quantity (SQ)." This quantity

is said to represent the minimum amount of fissile material which, if diverted from peaceful

nuclear activities, could be used "directly" (without further chemical separation or enrichment)

to manufacture a· nuclear explosive device. The primary function of safeguards on such

"direct-use materials" is to deter their'diversion from peaceful use by imposing a high risk of

early detection, before the diverted material can be converted to metal, machined into weapon

components, and integrated with a nuclear weapon assembly system. This criterion is often

referred to as constituting "timely warning" of diversion to weapons use.

The overall level of assurance against diversion also importantly depends on twO other

factors - the frequency of inspections, and the accuracy of the measurement techniques

employed. Containment and surveillance systems limiting access to strategic points within a

facility are an important adjunct to the IAEA's materials balance system, but they do not

assure detection of a carefully planned diversion by the authorized operators of a facility.

The IAEA's official "SQ" values also form the basis for public, media, and

policymaking assessments of the bomb-making potential of nations or terrorist groups seeking

to acquire nuclear weapons. Unfortuna~ely, as shown in this report, the IAEA persists i.l

using SQ values that are outdated, technically erroneous, and even dangerous in light of the

recent seizures of kilogram quantities of stolen Russian nuclear materials for sale on the black

market, and the persistent reports of large accounting discrepancies at plutonium production

facilities intended for peaceful use. In August 1994 the Natural Resources Defense Council

{NRDC) called upon the IAEA to tighten its criteria for safeguarding weapon-usable material

. by adopting an eightfold reduct,ion in the agency's "significant quantity" values for plutonium

and highly-enriched uranium (HEU). This report represents a revised version of our previous

(22 August 1994) report.



In 1953 the United States proposed the establishment of the IAEA to provide a means

of verifying that nuclear materials and equipment provided for peaceful purposes would not

be used for explosive or military purposes. . After three years of debate the IAEA was

established in 1957. To carry out the safeguards obligations subsequently assigned to the IAEA

under the Treaty on .the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NP1), and other

multinational and bilateral agreements, the IAEA has devised a system of safeguards, one

objective of which is to assure the detection of - and thereby deter - the diversion of

safeguarded nuclear materials to the production of nuclear explosives.1

The principal safeguards documents of the IAEA, both of which have been revised over

the years, are "Information Circulars" INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153. Nuclear materials

and nuclear facilities in all non-weapon NPT member states, and other states accepting NPT

or IAEA safeguards, would be covered under either INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153. The

main difference between INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153 is the "full-scope" intent of the

latter - it applies to all nuclear material in all peaceful nuclear activities of the non-nuclear

weapon state. The technical objective of safeguards., made explicit in paragraph 28 of

INFCIRC/153, is "the timely detection of the diversion of significant quantities of nuclear

material from peaceful nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other

explosive devices or for purposes unknown and deterrence of such diversion by risk of early

detection.' '2

For safeguards purposes the IAEA defines a "significant quantity" (SQ) of nuclear

material as "the approximate quantity of nuclear material in respect of which, taking into

account any conversion process involved, the possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive

I JAEA Safeguards: An Introduction, IAEA, IAEA/SG/INF/3, 1981, p. 12.

Z Ibid., p. 14.



device cannot be excluded."3 Significant quantity values currently in use by the IAEA are

given in Table 2, at the end of this report."

The SQ values were recommended to the IAEA by a group of experts, namely, the

IAEA's Standing Advisory Group for Safeguards Implementation (SAGS!), and "relate to the

potential acquisition of a first nuclear explosive by a non-nuclear weapon state.,,5

The direct-use values in Table 2, that is, 8 kg of plutonium, 8 kg of uranium-233, and

25 kg of contained U-235, are also referred to by the IAEA as "threshold amounts," defined

as "the approximate quantity of special fissionable material required for a single nuclear

device."6 The IAEA cites as a source for these threshold amounts a 1967 United Nations

document.7 The IAEA states:

These threshold amounts include the material that will
unavoidably be lost in manufacturing a nuclear explosive device.
They should not be confused with the minimum critical mass
needed for an explosive chain reaction, which is smaller.34 '

)4 Using highly sophisticated techniques available to NW States, the critical mass ,:
and the corresponding threshold amount can also be significantly reduced, but
these are special cases that need not be considered here [footnote in original
document]."

As seen from Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1 at the end of this paper, the direct-use SQ

or threshold values currently used by the IAEA are technically indefensihle. The IAEA is

clinging to incorrect values for the minimum quantity of nuclear material needed for a nuclear

weapon, even for a low-technology first nuclear explosive by a non-nuclear weapon state,

including consideration of unavoidable losses. The reasons given for this reliance on an invalid

5 Thomas Shea, "On the Application of IAEA Safeguards to Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium from
Military Inventories," IAEA, crune 1992, with additions: December 1992).



standard range from shortfalls in the safeguards budget to the inability of certain fuel cycle

facilities under IAEA safeguards to meet even curr~nt, m1lch less higher, standards for nuclear

material control and accounting.

In concept, the lower the "significant quantity," the more demanding the safeguards

system must become in resolving or plausibly explaining nuclear material inventory differences,

and in physically recovering material that is said to be temporarily unaccounted for in

production machinery, waste tanks, and "losses" to the environment. Moreover, to maintain

the timely warning criterion when employing lower SQ values, small inventories of direct-use

material would have to be inspected more frequently, to guard against their potential

combination into one or more significant quantities.

For the purposes of illustration, consider the following simplified case of a small

plutonium fuel fabrication plant in a non-weapon NPT state. This plant might have an annual

plutonium throughput of about 700 kilograms. Each year plutonium scrap accumulates in the

tightly sealed, remotely operated process lines, where the flow of plutonium through the

system is measured indirectly with an inherent and possibly varying degree of error in the

measurement. Each year the plant reports a difference of about 15 kilograms between the

amount of plutonium oxide entering the plant and the amount of plutonium oxide leaving the

plant in "Mixed-Oxide" (MaX) fuel. Containment· and surveillance measures - when they

are operating - and remote process line measurements suggest that the material is not really

"missing", but is being "held-up" in the production equipment. According to the plant

operators, these indirect measurements are accurate to perhaps 10%, assuming the equipment

is working and properly calibrated. Under this scenario, when the "SQ" for plutonium is set

at 8 kilograms, the IAEA will become seriously concerned about the threat of diversion when

the uncertainty in measuring the accumulated plutonium "holdup" reaches or exceeds this

. level - that is, after about five years of plant operation [0.1 * (15 kg * 5) = 7.5 kg]

If, as we argue in this paper, the SQ is reduced to one kilogram to accurately reflect

longstanding technical realities of bomb design now accessibleto many nations, the uncertainty

in measuring the "plutonium holdup" would exceedthe SQ within one year of plant operation.

The IAEA would have to request a plant shutdown and physical "clean-out inventory" at that



point, instead of waiting another four years, during which diversion of another 6 bombs worth

of plutonium could be concealed within the cumulative measurement error and secretly

withdrawn from the plant for conversion into weapons. As is readily evident from this

scenario, timely warning of a diversion is virtually impossible to achieve under such

circumstances - the time lag between diversion "and detection must be on the order of 1-3

weeks, not years! In reality, the situation is even worse than this simplified example suggests,

because there are additional errors associated with measuring the precise plutonium input to

the plant and the exact Pu content of the fuel rods leaving the plant.

For single-stage pure fission weapons, a spherically symmetric implosion design requires

the least amount of fissile material to achieve a given explosive yield, relative to other possible

designs. For this type of device the amount of fissile material required depends primarily upon

the type of fissile material used, e.g., plutonium, U-233, or HEU, the desired explosive yield

of the device, and the degree to which the fissile material is compressed at the timer.disassembly

of the fissile material begins due to the release of energy from the rapid nuclear chain reaction.

The degree of compression achieved depends on the sophistication of the design and degree of

symmetry achi~ved by the imploding shock wave. There are, of course, other factors -- such

as the timing of the initiation of the chain reaction and the type of neutron reflector used --

but we will assume that the proliferant state or subnational group already has acquired the

necessary skills so that these factors are of secondary importance.

In Figures 1 and 2 we plot the explosive yield of a pure fission weapon as a function

of the quantity of fissile material (weapon-grade plutonium (WGPu) in Figure 1 ~nd HEU in

Figure 2) for three degrees of compression. In the figures the degree of compression is labeled

according to our judgement as to the sophistication of the design; that is, whether'it represents

low, medium or high technology.

As seen from Figure 1, the Nagasaki bomb, Fat Man, which produced a 20 kilotons (kt)

explosion with 6.1 kilograms (kg) of WGPu, falls on the "low technology" curve. However,



only three kilograms of WGPu compressed the same amount would still hav.e produced a 1

kt explosion. A non-nuclear weapons state today can take advantage of the wealth of nudedt

weapons design information that has been made public over the past 50 years, and do even

better. As seen from Figure 1, to achieve an explosive yield of 1 kt, we estimate that from 1

to 3 kg of WGPu is required, depending upon the sophistication of the design. And from

Figure 2, we estimate that some 2 to 7 kg of HEU is required to achieve an explosive energy

release of 1 kt. Table 1 presents the same results of tabular form. We estimate, for example,

that as little as 2 kilograms of plutonium or about 4 kilograms of HEU are required to

produce a yield of 10 kilotons.

As noted above the first nuclear weapon developed by the United States - Fat Man -

first tested at the Trinity site in New Mexico on July 16, 1945, and dropped on Nagasaki on

August 9, 1945, reportedly used 6.1 kg of WGPu. The United States first tested so-called

C 'fractional crit" weapon designs during Operation Ranger which took place from 27 January

to 6 February 1951. Two of the four "fractional crit" tests during this series involved

reducing the amount of fissile material in the Mark 4 bomb to about 1 to 2 kg of plutonium

and about 5 to 6 kg of HEU, respectively. The yields of these two tests were about 1 kt.8

Light weight boosted-fission weapons with yields up to about 15 k! can be made with

as little as 3.5 kg of plutonium; and in fact, modern boosted-fission primaries of U.S.

thermonuclear weapons are made with less than 4 kg of plutonium. U.S. Government

classification policy now permits USDOE nuclear weapon experts to acknowledge that nuclear

weapons can be constructed with as little as 4 kg of plutonium.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) regulations define aformula quantity

. as "strategic special nuclear material in any combination in a quantity of 5,000 grams [5 kg]

or more computed by the formula, grams •.• (grams containing U-235) + 2.5*(grams U-233 +

8 Robert Standish Norris and Thomas B. Cochran, "United States Nuclear Tests: July 1945 to 31 December
1992," NRDC, Nuclear Weapons Databook Working Paper NWD 94-1, 1 February 1994, p. 22.



plutonium)," where strategic special nuclear material means "uranium-235 (contained in
'.

uranium enriched to 20 percent or more in the U-235 isotope), ura~ium-233, or plutonium."9

Thus, considered separately 2 kg of plutonium constitutes a formula quantity, since 2.5*(2000

grams of Pu) •••5000 grams; and similarly 5 kg of contained U-235 is a formula quantity.

USNRC applies its most stringent physical security and material control and accounting

(MC&A) requirements to licensees possessing or transporting formula quantities of strategic

special nuclear materials.

The U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) has a more detailed categorization of nuclear

materials in terms of the attractiveness of the materials for weapon purposes (defined in terms

of Attractiveness Levels A through E) and the level of safeguards applied (defined in terms of

Categories I through IV).10 USDOE's most stringent physical security and MC&A

requirements (Category 1)apply to assembled weapons and test devices (Attractiveness A), and

"Pure Products," defined as weapon pits, major components, buttons, ingots, recast able metal,..
and directly convertible materials (Attractiveness B) containing 2kg or more of Pu/U-233 or

5 kg or more of contained U-235. This is similar to the USNRC definition Sf a formula

quantity. The USDOE defines high-grade plutonium, U-233 and contained U-235 in other

chemical forms (including solutions, oxides and carbides) as Attractiveness C materials, and

here the Category I safeguards are triggered at 6 kg or more of Pu/U-233, and 20 kg or more

of contained U-235.

The IAEA "threshold amounts" and "significant quantities" are not technically valid.

If one took the same Fat Man design, first tested at the Trinity site in New Mexico and

dropped on Nagasaki in 1945, and substituted a three kilogram plutonium core for the 6.1

. kilogram core that was used in 1945, the yield of this device would be on the order of one

kiloton, a very respectable atomic bomb. Thus, the IAEA is in error to assert that "highly



sophisticated techniques available to NW States" are needed to make nuclear weapons with

"significantly reduced" quantities of materials. Also, the so-called "highly sophisticated

techniques available to NW States" were known to U.S. weapons designers in the late-1940s

and early-1950s, and nuclear devices using very small quantities of plutonium and HEU-so-

called "fractional crit" weapons-with yields on the order of one kiloton were tested during

the Ranger series in 1951. Furthermore, a well designed safeguards program for a given

country or group of countries would set the "significant quantity" levels at values considerably

less than the minimum amount needed for a weapon, in recognition of the fact that materials

can be diverted from more than one source. The practice oEsetting higher levels to account

for manufacturing losses is imprudent, particula!"ly in view of the fact that a significant fraction

of these "losses" are technically recoverable.

In sum, safeguards apply to all non-weapon countries, irrespective of their technological

sophistication... Many countries, such as Japan, Germany, Israel, India and Pakistan, have

highly developed nuclear infrastructures, and must be considered technologically sophisticated.

Even for countries that are in general not sop~isticated technologically, the key technical

information needed to establish a program for achieving a high degree of compression by

implosion techniques is now available in the unclassified literature. The quantities defining

safeguards significance, therefore, must be based on the assumption that the proliferator has

access to advanced technology. As a consequence, NRDC believes the IAEA's significant

quantities should be lowered 8-fold to the values in Table 3 - 1 kg of plutonium and U-233

and 3 kg of contained U-235.



Approximate Fissile Material Requirements for Pure Fission Nuclear
Weapons.

WEAPON-GRADE PLUTONIUM (kg) IDGHL Y~ENRICHED URANIUM (kg)

Yield Technical Capability Technical Capability

(kt) Low Mediwn High Low Mediwn High

1 3 1.5 1 8 4 2.5

5 4 2.5 1.5 11 6 3.5
10 5 3 2 13 7 4

20 6 3.5 3 16 9 5



Material Quantity of Safeguards
Safeguards Apply to:
Significance

Direct-use nuclear material

Plutonium 8 kg Total element 1

Uranium-233 8 kg Total isotope

Uranium enriched 25 kg U-235 isotope
to 20 % or more

Indirect-use nuclear material

Uranium 75 kg U-235 isotope
« 20% U-235)

Thorium 20 t Total element

1 Does not apply to plutonium containing> 80% Pu-238, e.g. in radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTGs).



Material Quantity of Safeguards
Safeguards Apply to:
Significance

Direct-use nuclear material

Plutonium lkg Total Element'

.Uranium-233 1 kg Total isotope

Uranium enriched
to 20 % or more 3 kg U-235 isotope

1 Does not apply to plutonium containing > 80% Pu-238, e.g. in radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTGs).



Figure 1. Yield vs. Pu Mass
(As a Function of Technical Capability)
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Figure 2. Yield vs. HEU Mass
(As a Function of Technical Capability)
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APPENDIX A

News Release
Natural Resources
Defense Council

For Release Monday
22 August 1994 .

Contact: Thomas B. Cochran 202-624-9329
Christopher E. Paine 202-624-9350

NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES CAN BE CONSTRUCTED WITH FAR LESS MATERIAL
THAN CURRENTLY ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE INTERNATIONAL ATOl\flC

ENERGY AGENCY

A Bomb Using a Little More than Two Pounds of Stolen Plutonium
Could Destroy a 40 Block Area

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) today called upon the Intem.ational
Atomic Energy Agency (lAEA) and the United States government to revis~ their criteria for
estimating the bomb making potential of nations seeking to acquire nuclear weapons, and the
criteria for safeguarding nuclear weapon-usable materials. The NRDC documented its call for
an eightfold reduction in the "threshold quantity" for monitoring stocks of nuclear weapon-usable
materials by releasing a technical report entitled, "The Amount of Plutonium and Highly-Enriched
Uranium Needed for Pure Fission Nuclear Weapons."

"The criteria now in use are out of date, technically erroneous, and clearly dangerous in
light of the recent seizures of stolen Russian nuclear materials for sale on the black market, and
the persistent reports of large accounting discrepancies at plutonium production facilities intended
for peaceful use," said Dr. Thomas B. Cochran, Senior Scientist at NRDC, and co-author of the
report.

"Ever since the atomic bombing of Nagasaki, government spokespersons typically have
used five to six kilograms (11-13 pounds) as the minimum amount of plutonium needed for a
first-generation, low-technology atomic bomb. The IAEA includes an additional amount to
account for unavoidable losses in the manufacturing process, and uses eight kilograms (17.6,
pounds) as the 'threshold quantity' needed for a weapon," Cochran noted.

But the NRDC analysis reveals that using the same outmoded Nagasaki design
technology, a one kiloton nuclear bomb could be made with only three kilograms of plutonium.
Using more sophisticated but easily deduced techniques -- known to U.S. bomb designers as early
as 1951 and now discussed in the unclassified literature -- a one kiloton atomic bomb can be
made using as little as one kilogram of plutonium. "Detonated in or above a city center, one
such 'small' weapon would be sufficient to cause severe blast damage over roughly a 40 block
area, and many thousands more would likely die from the ensuing fire and radiation effects," said
Christopher Paine, co-author of the study.

1350 Ntu., York Al1t •• N.W
WllshillgtOIl. DC 20005
202783-7800
FtlI 202783-5917



"The technical community has known for more than 40 years that it is possible to make
an atomic bomb with very little material. If we are going to honestly deal with the problem of

. proliferation, w1:'Jchthe Clinton Administration rightly claims is at the top of its security agenda,
!.henwe should deal with the facts as they are, and not as the advocates of 'peaceful' plutonium
use might wish them to be," Paine noted. "As evidenced by recent news reports, there continues
to be widespread confusion regarding the minimum quantities of nuclear explosive materials
needed to make a bomb," Paine added (see attachment to this release).

The study uses the example of North Korea to illustrate its case. The CIA estimates that
North Korea has separated 8-9 kilograms of plutonium, enough to make one or two bombs.
This estimate is apparently based on the old rule of thumb. If the North Koreans used more
sophisticated techniques, a point acknowledged recently by Secretary of Defense Perry, then they
potentially could have as many as ·five atomic bombs, or even more.



Attachment: Recent Media References to the Amounts of Fissile Materials
Needed to Make a Nuclear Weapon.

"A German expert said that it would take 6 to 10 kilograms, 13.2 to 22 pounds, of plutonium to
build a bomb."

Craig R. Whitney
New York Times
16 August 1994, p. AI, p: A6

"It takes 10 kilograms, or 22 pounds, of plutonium to make one bomb."
Craig R. Whitney
New York Times
15 August 1994, p. A3

"The amount of plutonium found is a tiny fraction of the 13 pounds, or about 5.8 kilograms,
needed to construct a bomb."

Daniel Benjamin
Wall Street Journal
18 July 1994, p. A8.

"Mr. Schuster said that up to 264 pounds of weapons-grade plutonium is being offered on the
black market in Europe. Experts say that could be enough to make 15 nuclear bombs." [i.e. 17.6
lbs or 8 kg]

Ferdinand Protzman
New York Times
21 July 1994, p. 13

"They said they had seized the material, .028 ounces of highly enriched uranium-235 ... The
amount of uranium-235 seized is minute, about one-ten-thousandth of the amount necessary to
build a nuclear explosive." [l7.5 lbs]

Craig R. Whitney
New York Times
12 August 1994, p. Al

"Several kilograms of separated weapons-grade plutonium and a somewhat larger amount of
'reactor-grade' plutonium ... would be enough to build a nuclear weapon."

National Academy of Sciences
Management and Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium
1994, p. 29.



APPENDIX B
Nntzmll RL'::;oll rcL'::'
D.'ti?llSL' COli llcil

L~_:;,';\'c:c ) :'r~.":'1 Si\
~V.I,,},ill.\-t11lf. D( 2.\\'5

The Honorable Hans Blix
Director General
International Atomic Energy Agency .
Wagramerstrasse 5
P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, AUSTRIA

We are writing on behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) to requ~t formally that you take the necessary steps to reduce by 8-
folq the current "significant quantities" (SQ) of direct-use nuclear materials.
These SQ values - also referred to by the lAEA as "threshold amounts" -
serve as the basis for determining whether the lAEA is meeting its technical
objective of maintaining adequate safeguards against the diversion or theft of
the direct-use nuclear materials needed to construct a nuclear weapon.

The lAEA's current SQ values for direct~use materials - 8 kilograms
(kg) of plutonium, 8 kg of uranium-233, and 25 kg of highly-enriched
uranium (REU) - are given in IAEA Safeguards Glossary, 1987 Edition, IAEA,

. IAEA/SG/INF/1 (Rev. I), 1987, p. 23-24. The basis for NRDC's view that
these values should be reduced to 1 kg of plutonium and U-233, and 3 kg of
HEU, is found in our forthcoming report, "The Amount of Plutonhlffi and
Highly-Enriched Uranium Needed for Pure Fission Nuclear Weapons,"
NRDC, 22 August 1994. .

If it should prove beneficial, we would be pleased to discuss the
details of our analysis with you or your staff.

ThomasB. Cochran
Senior Scientist

Christopher E. Paine
Senior Research Associate

40 West 20th Street
Ntu' York, Neu' York 10011
212 727·2700
Fu 212727-1773

71 Stevenson Street
Sin FranCISCo. CA 94105
415 777-0220
Fax 415 495·5996

6310 San Vicente BIt.d., Suite 250
Los Angeles. CA 90048
213 934-6900
Fax 213 934-1210 .



NEW YORK, SUNDAY, AUGUST 21,1994

A Smuggling Boom Brings Calls
ForT~h~rNuckarSakguard~

World Rules Are Outdated, a New Report Says.

Building a nuclear bomb takes so
much less plutonium or uranium than
generally believed that new safe-
guards must be adopted as pan of a
global tightening of defenses against
the criminal diversion of alOmic ma-
terials. private experts argue in a
new proposal.

For plulOnium. the expertS say the
official threshold of danger should be
lowered from 8 kilograms tQ 1 kibo
gram. or from 17.6 pounds 10 2.2
pounds. They also propose eightfold
reductions for uranium. ~the other
main fuel of alOmic bombs.

The experts, from the Natural Re-
sources Defense Council, a private
group known for its nuclear exper-
tise, wrote the Federal Government
and the United Nations las.t week 10
urge such downward revisions. At a
news conference tomorTOWin Wash-
ington, the group is to make those
letters public along with a repon ar-
guing for the proposed changes.

If adopted, the plan would result in
more stringent safeguards meant to
curb the spread of bombs.

The new proposals cast a harsh
light on the recent seIZUres in Germa-
ny of alOmic materials that are be-
lieVed to have been smuggled out of
Russia, making the amounts look
quite serious. One deal broken up by
German authorities was reportedly
to have Ultimately involved four kil0-
grams of weapon-usable plutonium in
exc:han&efor $250mUlion.A kilogram
is about 2.2 pounds.

Thomas B. Cochran, a senior scien-
tist at the Natural Resources Defense

Counctl and a ciHuthor of the repon,
said, "The criteria now in use are out
of' date, technically erroneous and
clearly dangerous in light of the re-
cent seIZUres."

Resistance 10 !he proposals is Ulte-
Iy. however. because enhanced safe-
JUllrds could be c:ostIy to enforce and
might hamper or cripple some use of
plutonium for the produeticIQof nucle-
ar power oversea&. Tbe plan is also
controversial becaUie the minimal
amounts of material needed 10 make
a bomb have long been classified lOp-
secret.

Even so. arms experts said they
welcomed the airing of the is$Ue by
the council. which favors strict limits
on nuclear arms and materials. Many
experts said the old ruJeswere dan-
gerously out of date. even If the new
proposals were perhaps too restric-
tive.

"It's important .to have this de-
bate." Energy Secretary Hazel
O'Leary said in an interview. "Any
number of people hlIve the impres-
sion that the smaller the size under
control. the better we are in !he long
term." Her agency oversees the na·
tion's nuclear arsenal and plays a
central role In limiting the spread of
bombs.

Richard L. Garwin, a physicist who
has long advisee! the Federal Govern-
ment on nuclear-arms matters, sug.
gested that revisiOns should fall
somewhere between !he old ruJes and
the new proposals. "Clearly." he said,

"the significant quantity of plutonium
should be lowered. at least to lour
kilograms and perhaps somewhat
leu. If it is to represent !he amount
that is hazardous."

William J. Quirk. a nuclear-weapon
expen at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory in california.
said that for the moment the exact
figure was less important than a pu~
lic discuaslon.

"Whether the right number is four
Or one or two kilograms, it probably
makes senlIe 10 lower the current
number If It's feasible economically,"
he said. "I think It's !he right thing 10
stan the debate and then people can
decide what they want 10 do."

Bombs in Small Pacuaes
Building a nuclear bomb Is well

known to get progressively difficult
as smaller amounts of fissionable
material are used. -the smallelt re-
quiring great expertise and special
gear thought 10 belong only 10 ad-
vanced nuclear states. In addition.
the size of the resulting blast de-
creases.

Nevertheless. 50 years of experi-
mentation have allowed the United
States and other nuclear nations to
put powerful bombs in remarkably
small packagf'!_

In the early 1960's the United·
States stockpiled a bazooka-type
weapon known as the Davy Crockett
whose miniature atomic warhead
weiBhed 51 pounds and had an explo-
sive force equal to 22 tons of high
explosive. At its core. the plutonium
probably weighed several pounds. ••

In the 1950's and 1960's. amid a
push for nuclear power and peaceful
atomic industries. the United States
championed an International system
Whereby safeguards would be applied
to !he handling and shipment of all
kinds of nuclear materials to guard
against diversions. The safeguards
were enforced by an arm of the Unlt-



ed Nauons known as the Internation-
al Atomic Energy Agency, or
l.A.E.A.. based in Vienna.

These safeguards m retrospect
seem weak. Weapon expens sa)" the
rules were probably skewed by dlsin-
formation aimed at convincing aspir-
ing nuclear states and terrorists that
bomb-builcling was difficult, and by a
desire to keep international controls _
loose enough to allow the rise of a
robust nuclear industry.

The I.A.E.A. says the approximate
amounts of fissionable material need-
ed for a single nuclear weapon are 8
kilograms of plutonium, 8 kilograms
of uranium 233, or 25 kilograms for
uranium IUghly enriched in the 235
isotope.
. These figures, known as threshold

amounts or significant quantities, are
used to establish a wide range of
industrial safeguards meant to deter
and detect the diversion of materials-
from peaceful purposes to the mak-
ing of nuclear warheads. :

Thus the Natural Resoun:es De-
fense Council is proposing the eight-
fold reduction in these categOrieS.
For instance, the threshold amount 01
plutonium would drop from eight 1ti1o-
grams to one kilogram. On Thurs-
day, the council wrote Hans 8lix, the
IAEA's director general, and to Mrs.
O'Leary, the Ener'IY Secretary, to
call for the reductions.

. Utde Plutonium Required
Dr. Cochran, who is a physicist,

said in an interview that his organiza-
tion's propOsed revision of the tradi-
tional figures was basecl on JUs per-
sonal calculations, a close reading of
Government documents and state-
ments, and discussionS with weapon
experts, who spoke on the conditian of
anonymity.

Basecl on his research and calcula-
tions, Dr. Cochran said, one kilogram
of plutonium can be fashioned by a
skilled designer into a bomb with a
blast equal to 1,000tons of high explo-
sive.

"Detonated in or above a city cen.
ter, one such 'small' weapon would be
sufficient to cause severe blast dam-
age over roughly a 4G-block area, and
many thousands more would likely
die from the ensuing fire and radia-
tion effects," said Christopher Eo
Pain~, a co-author or the council's
report. In comparison, the bomb that
the United States dropped on HiroshI-
rnll ir. 1945 had a blUI ~lJ81 to about
15,000tons or biBb explosive.

The counclfs repon says that even
a primitive bomb design like the im-
plOsion-type device pioneered by the
United States in the mid-1940's would
require only three kUoarams of pluto-
mum to create a blast equal to 1,000
tons of high explosive.

"The technical community has
!'Down for more than 40 years that it
15 possible to make an atomic bomb
with very little material," said Mr.
Paine. "If we are going to honestly
deal with the problem of proJlfera-
tion, which. the Qlnton Administra-
tion'rightly claims is at the top of its
security agenda, then we should deal

.with the facts as they are, not as the
advacate5 of 'peaceful' plutonium use
might wish them to be."

Power Industry •• ee..cen.
Japan, Ruula and aeveral Euro-.

peen countries, thouIb not the UDited
States, have recently made heavy In-
vestments in usin& plutonium for the
production of nuclear power. 111 this
approach, the plutonium from nuc:Ie-
ar·reactor wastes, instead of beina
buried, is separated out and recycled
through a reactor to produce more

KEEPING TRACK

A New Threshold of Danger

power.
Leaders of that industry argue that

the council's new proposals are
meant less to strenlthen safe(luards
than to attack the civilIan uses of
plutonium, which they say are crucial
for nations lesS richly endowed with
energy resoun:es than the United
States.

"The hidden agenda is to shut down
the reprocessing industry," said
Marilyn Mells, a senior official of
BNFL Inc., in Washinlton, an Amen·
can subsidiary of British Nuclear
Fuels Umited, refemng to compa-
nies that extract plutonium from nu-
clear waste.

Ms. Melli said that die new propos-
all, If adopted, would force compa-
nies to instaU all kinds of new instru-
mentation in factories, trucks, planes
and trains. "It .would drive the eco-
nomics haywire," she said. "We'd
have to retrofit aU the facilities to

measure smaller quantities any place
and time. It would be 50 expensive
that DObocIywould do iL"

No divenion has ever taken place
from a safeguarded site, Ms. Meigs
said. She added that the new interna-
tional qeada ought to be settin& reD-
epde natians to adopt the current
•• f~rds.

Dr. Cochran of the Natural Reo
soun:es Defense Counc:1l contends
that the industry has an obliption to
c:anfrant the nuclear truth.

'f'Jhe world.would be a better place
If it were DOtusinI nuclear weapons-
usable materials in commerce," he
said. "To the extent we cannot c0n-
vince the rest of the world of this
wiI4om. we should have safeguards
that can adequately protect these ma-
terials and the public."

"The safeguards,... he added,
"must be baIecI on hard facu, not
myths."

The Natural Resources Defense Council proposes that.the amount
of weapons-grade nuclear fuel that is considered dangerous be
lowered from tt:Jelevels mandated by·the International Atomic
Energy Agency.



IAEA Says Its Plutonium Threshold
For Making Nuclear Bombs Is 'foo High

By JOHNJ. FLwu
SUA/I Reporter of TIat WALL STaII:JI:1' JOUJUiAL

WASHINGTON-Nuclearweapons can
be made with smaller amounts of,pluto-
niumand enriched uranium than the Inter'
national AtomicEnergy Agencyhas estab-
lished as the benchmarks for Its inspec·
tions, a spokesman for the lARAacknowl·edged.

Responding to a Washington'based en·
vironmental group's claim that the
agency's estimates were "totally out of
line with reality," the lARAspokesman,
David Kyd, said the agency has known
for some time that the estimates were too
bigh. "We are in the bands of our member
states," be explained. "They set the
benchmarks."

Thomas B. Cochran, a physicist with
the Natural Resources Defense Council,
asserted yesterday that the lARA's stan'
dards may Overstate the amount of
weapons materials needed to make nu·
clear bombsbYas much as eight times and
that recent quantities being smuggled out
of Russia into Gennany are "bumping up
against" the real thresholds for making
small nuclear weapons.
Lower Threshold

At a news conference held by the
council, Dr. Cochran charged that while
the lAEA estimates that it requires 8
kilograms, 17.6pounds, of plutonium - a
heavy, leadlikematerial- tomake a bomb,
his calculations showed It would require
only.one to three kilograms, or 2.2 to 6.6
pounds, The resulting weapon, he said,
could devastate a 4O-blockarea In a
major city.

Dr. Cochran asserted that the use of
higher threshold levels by the lAEA and

I public officials In the U.S and Japan
seriously underestimates the. danger of
bomb materials being smuggled out of

Russia, the size of North Korea's clandes·
tine arsenal and the risk presented by
plutonium that is missing from a nUClear
processing facility in Japan. With a high
degree of sophistication, he said, a nuclear
weapon could be made with a chunk of
plutoniumno bigger than a cigarette pack·
age.

"It is true that in weapons·sophistl-
cated countries you can do It (make a
bomb) with less," said the lAEA's Mr.
Kyd,but he said the 121nations that make '
up the lARAprefer the higher standards
partly because setting the agency's inspec·
tion standards to the lower level would
make its costs of inspection "substantially
more:'
Blgber IDspection Costs

"u you want to drive the threshold
doWn, the price would go up," he ex· I
plained, estimating that the S68 mWlon "
that the agency spends annually to inspect
nUclear facillties could easily double if
it were forced to account for cumulative
losses at lower levels. The agency cur· ,1
rently has 200inspectors looking at some
1,000 nuclear facUities in 60 countries, !
most of them nonnuclear weapons states. I

The Pentagon had no immediate com- >
ment on Mr. Cochran's statement. The
U.S. Energy Department, which makes !
nuclear weapons, recently lowered its estl- ~
mate of the amount of plutonium reqUired
for a small nuclear weapon to 4kilograms,
or 8.8pounds.

Dr. Cochran said the disparity between
the public figures and the real amounts of
piutullium and highly enriched wanium
needed to make bombs has been known
within the nation's defense community
since the early '50s.Ted Taylor, a fonner
bomb designer at Los Alamos, N.M.,
lauded the Natural Resources Defense '
COuncilfor "performing a pUblicservice" '
by disclosing the lower numbers.

But carson Mark, who headed the
nation's nuclear-weapons design labora·
tory at Los Alamos between 1950and 1970,
vehemently disagreed. He asserted that
while sophisticated bomb designers could
makeweaponswith less material. it wasn't
clear that terrorist groups could.Announc'
ing'll lower standard. he said, would be a
"self·deluding mistake."

Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary said
she has asked her experts to review the
issue raised by the council, In a statement,
she said she plans ..to move forward
quickly to open a dialogue" on the issue of
what amounts of plutonium and uranium
must be safeguarded to meet the nation's
nonproliferation goals.
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On behalf of Dr Blix, Director General of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, I would like to thank you for the 18 August 1994 letter that contained your views
regarding the definitions of "significant quantities" (SQ) of direct-use nuclear materials.

As you correctly point out in your accompanying background paper the
values of SQs currently used by the Agency derive from analyses first carried out more
than 25 years ago. Since that time there have been repeated reviews of the values of SQs
and other safeguards technical implementation parameters. At each juncture the Agency
was left to conc:;lude that when all factors - mass, isotopics, availability of weapons
technology and the costs of safeguards implementation - were taken into consideration there
was not sufficient justification to change SQ values.

International nuclear material safeguards is a complex control system based.
on the Agency's independent verification of a State's declared nuclear material holdings --
item-by-item, facility-by-facility and for the State as a whole. The extent of the Agency's
independent verifications actually carried out depend upon thr~c L."1terrelatcdimplementation
parameters; probability of detection, SQ and timeliness. The level of assurance against
diversion actually achieved varies as a function of a number of factors, however, it is a
continuum (i.e., there is some probability of detecting the diversion of any amount of
material) not a step function. .

Mr Thomas B Cochran
Senior Scientist

Mr Christopher E Paine
. Senior Research Associate

Natural Resources Defense Council
1350 New York Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20005



The Agency is currently in the midst of a large development programme toward a
strengthened and more cost-effective safeguards system. The technical, legal and. cost
implications of changes in the values of safeguards implementation parameters are being
studied in concert with new safeguards measures designed to provide assurance regarding
the absence of undeclared activities. A proposal for a strengthened, more cost-effective
system will be presented to the Agency's Board of Governors in March 1995.

:Op::~
Deputu~ireetor General
Head of the Department of Safeguards


